DIRECTIONS

Public transportation is very well developed in Berlin. You can check connections and schedules here: http://www.bvg.de/en/. The service is also available as an app “BVG FahrInfo Plus” which works on Android and Apple devices. One single ticket costs 2.80€ (from Berlin Schönefeld Airport 3.40€).

Taxis are generally more expensive in Germany than in the U.S. Here are some phone numbers if you want to order a taxi: +49-30-20 20 20 (Taxi Berlin), +49-30-20 20 21 220 (TaxiFunk Berlin), +49-30-26 30 00 (Quality Taxi). You can also flag down a free cab on the street or go to a taxi stand.

GETTING TO THE HOTEL

Hotel Ludwig van Beethoven: (Check-in 24 hours) Hasenheide 14, 10967 Berlin, Tel: +49-30-69 57 000

✈ TEGEL AIRPORT (TXL)

By public transportation (45min)
Take bus X9 or 109 (in direction “Zoologischer Garten”) to “U Jakob-Kaiser-Platz”, then take the subway U7 (in direction “Rudow”) to “Hermannplatz” (19 stops), walk 6min

By taxi (30-40min)

✈ SCHÖNEFELD AIRPORT (SXF)

By public transportation (39min)
Take bus X7 (in direction “U Rudow” – non-stop) OR bus 171 (in direction “U Hermannplatz” – 9 stops) to “U Rudow”. Then take the subway U7 (in direction “Rathaus Spandau”) to “Hermannplatz” (11 stops). Walk 3min.

By taxi (30)

❖ BERLIN CENTRAL STATION

By public transportation (20min)
Take eastbound metro S3, S5, S7 or S75 to “Jannowitzbrücke” (4 stops), then take the subway U8 (in direction “Hermannstraße”) to “Hermannplatz” (5 stops), walk 6min

By taxi (15-20min)

GETTING TO THE IU EUROPE GATEWAY

By public transportation (40min)
Take the subway U7 (in direction “Rathaus Spandau”) to “Gneisenaustraße” (2 stops)

By taxi (5min)

By foot (20min)